ZedAI telcon 20090518

From zedwiki

Note: this meeting will be held at 1300h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location (http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=5&day=18&year=2009&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0).
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Scribe

Present

Markus, Kenny, Josh, Sam, Boris, Per, James, Ole
Regress

Matt

Previous Action Items

- Dennis/Josh contact QTI and ask about replacing the HTML with host language text content set.
- Markus to add spec prose on cascading level for inline styles: "For the purposes of the CSS cascade, these values are considered author-level"
- Markus to create wiki page devoted to level issue
- Markus to invite people for profile testing
- Markus to ask the DAISY list about how newspapers/periodicals markup is currently being done.

Agenda/Minutes

Status update

Status update with respect to ZedAI_Iteration3_TaskLog.

Overarching

Spec/Primer

James: spec prose revisions are made with regards to XHTML2 relations.

A number of smaller items needs to go in. No major issues, all known issues are in ZedAI_Iteration3_TaskLog.

Inline metadata bit needs to be written.

Using RD instead of RDDL needs to be done.

Primer however, has a lot of work remaining. Would appreciate assistance after outline is done, mainly with RDF parts, maybe metadata as well.

Note: part of primer is dependant on the Zed Core being well defined. Assuming this would be about referencing schema modules.

Schemadoc finetuning

Per: some minor bugs to fix.

Presentation of attributes is not extremely good. But its readable enough for public exposure.

Vocabs

www.daisy.org/zw/ZedAI_telcon_20090518
- Vocab restructuring done at top level
- reintegration into schemas (enums) remaining

Markus: need to make clear that these not are finite enumerations. @markus read spec section: about role vocabs, make sure the recent changes are represented.

Metadata

- MODS/XML vs RDF/a

Matt wrote RDF schema for MODS.

At start of this iter RDF/a expression vs using plain MODS.

Suggestion to use RDF/a in this iteration for MODS, for evaluation by public.

Schemas, general

- Per; add schematron tests for restrictions
- Documentation of individual elements and attributes.

Features

Forms feature

- Markus and Josh pushing to get a first prototype of the feature ready (inc RD and doc/examples) by end month.
- The feature needs a suitable name... suggestions?

Per: what about interactivity feature?

James: what's wrong with forms?

Boris: or going in the direction of "response" and/or "input"

Decision to call it "forms feature".

Math feature

- XSD is a dummy, @markus must be clarified in documentation.
- @Dennis answer questions, but no dealbreaker issues for public release.
- @markus RD remains to be done.

SSML feature

- Feature already on SVN; @markus RD authoring remains.

Content Selection feature
Markus will be committing prototype draft during week
@markus send request to list for feedback

Profiles

Book profile

- Suggestion from Kate and Sam: relax heading-first-in-bodymatter-section rule
- Change to: zero or one heading, can occur anywhere at the child axis of section, but not after subsection

Newsfeeds Profile

- Ole produced samples, available on SVN
- Group feels ready for first public exposure, barring metadata clarifications and RD authoring
- Ole: metadata is mainly a documentation issue.

Periodicals Profile

Should we do this profile for this iteration or skip it.

Generic Document Profile

Markus: all please have a look at it

Other/New Issues

- @rend (and all stuff added to preserve typography and styling of source) should be lifted to its own feature instead of being in core namespace and core grammar. Also separator is concerned.

@markus lift to separate feature.

James: all please read the spec and provide feedback.
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